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Destiny of ‘dreamers’ reviewed, DACA revisited

Photo illustration by MACY PATE | The Bison

On Tuesday, Sept. 5, Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced that President Trump ordered the end of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program within six months. DACA allows undocumented immigrants who came to the U.S. under the age of 16 to receive a renewable 2-year permit. As
of press time, Trump and Democratic leaders are still discussing an agreement for both parties regarding DACA recipients.
BISON STAFF
On Wednesday, Sept. 13, President Donald Trump dined with Democratic leaders
Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer with
whom he discussed a possible agreement to
review the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program and the Mexico
border wall, according to CNN. A source
who briefed on the meeting confirmed this
agreement, but Trump and Press Secretary
Sarah Huckabee Sanders disputed some of
this account, causing confusion about the
future of DACA recipients. On Thursday
morning, Trump tweeted that no deal was
made concerning DACA.
Recent discussion of DACA began
Tuesday, Sept. 5, when Attorney General

Jeff Sessions announced Trump’s order to
end the program in six months. DACA
allows undocumented immigrants who
came to the U.S. under the age of 16 to
receive a renewable two-year permit that
grants security from deportation and allows
recipients to work in the U.S., according
to The New York Times.
Current DACA recipients are able to
renew their permit within the next three
months for $500 if they are eligible for
renewal, but no new permit requests will
be approved. Congress now has six months
to replace or legalize the plan that protects
800,000 immigrants, according to NBC
News.
According to a study by the U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, Arkansas had

9,915 new and renewal DACA applicants
in 2016. In 2017, they reported that 5,100
young people passed background checks
and live and work legally in the country.
Jana Rucker, vice president of communications and marketing, said Harding
has yet to establish how it will respond to
Trump’s action.
“We know there could be people who
are worried and concerned,” Rucker said.
“We would point those people who are
worried and concerned, or the people who
have friends and family that might be
affected ... to on campus resources like the
Counseling Center and the Multicultural
Student Services (Office).”
Rucker said that the university recognizes concerns within the student body and

wants to assure them that the university
is paying attention to those concerns.
“Anytime there’s something on our
students’ minds, we want to remind
them of the resources they have, and we
care about people,” Rucker said. “This
is a difficult and complex issue. Nobody
has the answers right now, but anytime
it affects someone in a negative way, we
care about that, and we just will try to
be supportive of those who are affected
with those resources. It’s all up in the air
right now.”
Senior Elizabeth Bentley said she is
not convinced that the president’s plan
will be completed.
SEE DACA PAGE 2A

Students encounter Irma, examine damage
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
editor-in-chief

Hurricane Irma, now a posttropical cyclone, was the strongest
storm ever recorded in the Atlantic.
The storm killed at least 30 people
in the U.S. and left millions without
power, according to ABC News.
Senior Shauna Yeager is currently
enrolled in the Disney College
Program in Orlando, Florida.
Yeager said the Disney students
were instructed to stay inside their
apartments until the storm had
completely passed. A flash flood
warning was in place in the area,
and Yeager said branches were
down and parking lots flooded.
“(The hurricane) was terrifying to
me,” Yeager said. “All week leading
up to it, I wasn’t really worried
about it. I prayed a ton about it, and
I had faith that we would be safe.
Our apartments are sturdy, and I
was only really concerned about
the windows.”
Yeager said the worst of the storm
started the night of Sunday, Sept.
10 and continued through Monday.
“One of my roommates slept
in her closet, and I moved my bed
away from the two windows in our
room,” Yeager said. “I ended up
staying up until about 3 a.m. because

I was so worried I knew I couldn’t
sleep. I finally tried sleeping and
just couldn’t. As I was lying down,
I realized I was so wound up and
anxious that I felt like I was going
to vomit. I would doze off, and a
huge gust of wind would come
and rattle our window so I would
wake up worried it was going to
come through.”
Irma hit the Caribbean with
Category 5 force, leaving islands
nearly uninhabitable. The U.S. Agency
for International Development
(USAID) said it deployed a Disaster
Assistance Response Team on Sept.
7 and provided aid to thousands of
individuals living in the Caribbean.
Sophomore Abishai Beneby is
from Nassau, Bahamas, which was
still recovering from Hurricane
Matthew, a Category 5 storm in
2016. He said his family and home
remained unscathed, but other
islands in the Bahamas experienced
severe damage.
“I was always listening to see
the path of Irma and see how the
Bahamas would be affected by it,”
Beneby said. “It was really tough
(being in Arkansas). I couldn’t
really do anything but offer words of
encouragement to my family. Prayer
was very important. Thankfully,
God kept them safe.”
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On Tuesday, Sept. 12, New York and Virginia task forces conduct search and rescue operations on the islands of St. Thomas and St. John after Hurricane Irma swept through the
Caribbean as a Category 5 storm. Irma hit Florida on Sunday, Sept. 10, where millions of
residents are still without power.
Though Irma was degraded to a
Category 2 while hitting the Florida
peninsula, junior Chris Radford,
an Orlando native, said his family
home was damaged. A large tree
fell on his home as the hurricane
approached, causing water damage
to the roof and walls. Radford said

repairs are currently being made.
“It was a little frustrating (being
in Arkansas) because I wanted to
help my family when this happened
and be with them, but I was literally
a thousand miles away,” Radford
said. “Doing school work while
this was going on was difficult;
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however, I was confident that God
was going to protect them and see
them through the storm.”
Residents began returning home
to assess damages on Monday, Sept.
1. Irma was then downgraded to a
tropical storm as it headed toward
South Carolina and Georgia.
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University to host Global Missions Experience

AMANDA FLOYD | The Bison

Students assemble for a group session during the 2015 Global Missions Experience at Camp Tahkodah. This year, the Global Missions Experience will
take place Sept. 21-24.
EMILY HOOK
student writer

On Sept. 21-24, Harding will host the
Global Missions Experience (GME) at
Camp Tahkodah, bringing students together
from more than 14 universities and campus
ministries. Students will meet and learn from
missionaries from all over the world during
a long weekend of missionary education and
cross-cultural simulation workshops.
The theme this year is ‘Unashamed:
Sharing Faith in the Face of Persecution.’ The
objective in using this theme is to challenge
participants to humbly and confidently share
faith without fear in the face of rejection or
persecution.

DACA,

continued from 1A
“I think President Trump’s decision
is disgraceful. The idea of forcing hardworking, productive people to leave
the country because they were brought
here as children goes against everything
America stands for,” Bentley said. “Although I must say, I’m not entirely sure
it will happen, since he gave Congress
six months to legalize DACA and has
said he’ll revisit the issue if they don’t.”
According to a 2017 study, Washington:
Center for American Progress said ending
DACA would cost Arkansas more than
$236 million in annual Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
Arkansas Senator Tom Cotton said
in statement on Wednesday, Sept. 6
that he agrees with Trump’s decision to
reconsider DACA.
“I agree with President Trump’s
statement yesterday that any legislation
to codify DACA must be paired with
reform of the green-card system that
protects American workers,” Cotton said
in the statement. “For 30 years, Americans
have rejected repeated attempts to grant
amnesty to illegal immigrants because
they know what will follow: pressure on
working-class wages, pressure on public
schools, and pressure on welfare dollars.”
As of press time, the discussion between
Democrats and Trump is continuing to
move closer to an agreenment concerning
the futures of those who benefit from
DACA, but to what extent has yet to be
determined. This agreement, if it holds,
would be the second bipartisan deal between Trump, Schumer and Pelosi this
month, according to CNN, and will most
likely receive backlash from Republicans.
“This is a positive step toward the President’s strong commitment to bipartisan
solutions for the issues most important
to all Americans,” a White House official
said in a statement release Wednesday
night. “The administration looks forward
to continuing these conversations with
leadership on both sides of the aisle.”

Dr. Shawn Daggett, director of the
Center for World Missions, is the faculty
director of GME. Daggett said this year’s
program will include learning centers, joyful
worship, keynote sessions, a world banquet
simulation and a world market simulation.
Students will also have the opportunity to
stay in the global village housing, a part of
the camp that simulates living in various
countries.
“Although we are unqualified, we are
unashamed because our faith is in God’s
spirit, power and work,” Daggett said.
Senior Vilde Nordseth said GME has been
a memorable part of her time at Harding.
“I am so thankful for another opportunity to
attend the GME before I graduate,” Nordseth

said. “From the minute it ended in 2015, I
wanted to go back. I felt so encouraged to
move, inspire and grow through mission work
that it is by far one of my best memories
here at Harding.”
GME worship leader, senior Zachary
Cowdery, said that his anticipation for the
event grows daily as he awaits the opportunity
to gather with over a thousand people from
around the world who desire to devote their
lives to God’s mission.
“It’s so encouraging to hear about the
work that God is doing around the globe,
especially when he might seem silent in a
certain area,” Cowdery said. “Gathering
with other Christians and hearing their
stories reminds me that God is not only still

at work, but that he is still on his throne.”
GME aims for each student to leave
with three new sets of skills to be used to
share faith and help others.
“We want students to have a clearer
idea of how their area of study partners
with the mission of God,” Daggett said.
“A heart for the hurting of the world by
experiencing realities similar to the teaming
masses and a firm commitment to enter
God’s mission in some way.”
Registration for GME is open until the
event begins, and costs $25 for Harding
students and $50 for non-Harding students.
This event includes meals, lodging, a T-shirt,
and an opportunity to learn more about
the world of missions.

Gazette, the company will be creating
100 new jobs for Searcy residents. This is
a big deal.
In a 2016 study, White County’s unemployment rate was 6.4 percent, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which is
significantly higher than the current national
unemployment rate of 4.9 percent.
For Searcy native and Harding graduate
student Caleb Spears, new work opportunities are thusly significant.
“Things like this are what builds a
community,” Spears said. “It makes it better whenever you bring in stores or huge
businesses, it attracts people to your town
a lot more.”
Recently, several businesses have established their homes in Searcy. Another

lifetime resident of Searcy and Harding
junior Rachel Moore said that for people
who are not associated with Harding, new
work opportunities are very important.
“Over the last few years, I’ve seen a lot of
businesses die out,” Moore said. “It’s good
that we’ve been getting new businesses.”
Layne said that American Marksman
should be up and running in about 45 days,
once they establish licensing.
“It’s a long-term effort, it takes a lot of
people, it takes a lot of money. But look
what happened,” Layne said. “Had we not
had a building or had we not had a site,
they wouldn’t be looking at our community.”
For more information about American
Marksman, contact representative Ladell
Pruett at: info@theamericanmarkeman.com.

Ammunition distributor promises jobs to Searcy
BAYLEE HEDDEN
student writer

Ammunition distributer American
Marksman recently announced that they
will be opening a branch in Searcy.
With a mission to become the leading
recycler of ammunitions and technologies
in target markets, American Marksman
has a goal to become the highest quality
ammunition for civilian firearm enthusiasts,
U.S. military, law enforcement and civilian
security.
American Marksman is currently is currently building its new facility and hiring
Searcy residents for its new location at 1701
S. Benton St.
According to the Arkansas Democrat

English, music departments launch poetry contest
KENDRA CHRISTOPHER
student writer
The departments of English
and music have collaborated to
host a contest for students from
all academic areas. The Uncle Bud
Poetry Prize has two categories:
poetry that can be set to music,
and hymn writing.
There will be three cash prizes
of $10, $20 and $50 for each
category, altogether a total of six
rewards.The Department of Music
will add instrumental tunes to the
winning entries which will be
performed live in concert. Students
are allowed three submissions for
each category.
The Department of Music’s
Chamber Singers have a spring
concert every year, and director
of Chamber Singers Kelly Neill,
assistant professor of music,
wanted to inspire more student
involvement in the project.
“I spoke with some of the
English professors about having

STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison

Harding music and English students work to create music
and lyrics for hymns for the Uncle Bud Poetry Prize.
Winners will be announced in October.
a student poetry contest linked to
our concert,” Neill said.
The English Department
has a separate annual creative
writing contest, but this is their
first collaborative effort with the
music department.
“It’s an experiment,” English
professor Dr. Jon Singleton said.
“We’re interested to see what the

music department can do with
a poem that is freely written by
someone who doesn’t know what
kind of music will go with it.”
Harding’s President’s Council
has made collaborations one of their
top five priorities of its strategic
plan to move forward, according
to President Bruce McLarty.
“One theme that came up

in every one of our lunches was
the desire to collaborate with
colleagues in other departments,”
McLarty said. “I am thrilled with
the annunciation of this project.”
The contest is named after
Kenneth Davis Jr., more commonly
known to students as Uncle Bud.
“Davis was a beloved teacher
and an icon within the music
department; we thought it was
fit to name it after him,” English
professor Dr. Nicholas Boone said.
“If he were still with us today, he
would really appreciate having
this named after him.”
Professors from both the English
and music departments encourage
all student to enter the contest, no
matter what musical or literary
skills they have. All submissions
must be sent to the administrative
assistant of the Department of
English, Jennifer Lowe by Friday,
Sept. 29. The winners will be
announced in October, and the
Chamber Singer’s concert will
take place Sunday, April 29.

State | Youth Crime Rate Report

The state Youth Services Division 2017 report on incarcerated youth found
that most are nonviolent, prompting outrage from state Democratic
lawmakers. The Youth Services Division plans to decrease the number of
youth offenders using legislation and partnership with communities.

National | RNC Condemns White Supremacy

On Sept. 8, the Republican National Committee passed a resolution to
condemn groups associated with racism or white supremacy, saying that
“the racist beliefs of Nazis, the KKK, white supremacists and others are
completely inconsistent with the Republican Party’s platform.”

International | Massacre in Myanmar

Global News reports that over 370,000 Rohingya Muslims fled Myanmar
borders after violence began in the Buddhist-majority nation on Aug. 25th.
An attack on Myanmar police by an Rohingya insurgent group has led to
what the UN is calling ‘ethnic cleansing’ of Rohingyas.
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Opposing viewpoints: DACA

braver than
you believe

is it unconstitutional?
jarrod griffin

guest
writer

O

ne of the most integral concepts
that permeates our Constitution
is the notion of checks and balances. In
response to a tyrannical and coercive
British monarch, our founders formed
our government to ensure that a single
individual could never rule without
pushback from the other branches.
In early 2011, former President Barack
Obama summed up this idea in regards
to immigration by eloquently stating
that, “With respect to the notion that
I can just suspend deportations through
executive order, that’s just not the case,
because there are laws on the books that
Congress has passed.”
Earlier, in 2010, Obama was called
upon to act on immigration, but he said
bluntly, “I am not king. I can’t do these
things just by myself.”
Despite this clear understanding
of how the federal process works, in
2012 Obama took unilateral action
by creating the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program to
grant amnesty to young, undocumented
immigrants. Under the guise of the
doctrine of prosecutorial discretion,
the previous administration chose to
avoid enforcing the law that Congress

had enacted.
This action sets an incredibly dangerous
precedent. Imagine the consequences
of a system where the president can
arbitrarily decide what laws he or she
chooses to enforce and simply void the
ones that are viewed as distasteful. The
president would effectively turn into
a dictator, which would be an affront
to the democratic process and strip
Congress of any authority granted to
it by the Constitution.
In light of this, President Donald
Trump’s recent announcement that he
will be rescinding DACA is less about
immigration policy and more about
restoring constitutional integrity to the
democratic process. For that reason, he
has given Congress six months to codify
DACA into actual law and help provide
legal protection to those individuals who
came to the U.S. at a young age.
This is a win for those who want a
constrained government and those who want
to fully protect people who immigrated as
children and are affectionately referred to
as “dreamers.” Unfortunately, the problem
with Obama’s executive action is that it
was foundationally illegitimate, and, as
illustrated by Trump’s actions, capable
of being disregarded at any moment.
There are strong societal, economic,
and moral reasons to allow dreamers to
stay in the U.S., but the protection must
go through Congress. This will create
a long-standing, lawful protection that
no president can simply throw aside.
Congress alone ought to take this
action. Talking about immigration, the
Supreme Court has supported this idea

and even gone so far as to say, “Over
no conceivable subject is the legislative
power of Congress more complete.”
It is Congress, not the president, who has
the authority to pass comprehensive laws
on immigration. It is then the president’s
role to enforce the law. Individuals on
both sides of the aisle ought to be wary
of a president who can decide not to
enforce laws on a whim. For example,
many of those who supported Obama’s
DACA program would be horrified
if Trump decided not to enforce the
Affordable Care Act because he didn’t
think it was a good policy.
This is what makes checks and balances
so integral. Our Congress is not merely
a ceremonial body with the real power
resting with the president — it is the
foundation of our democracy and the
bedrock of American public policy. It
must be treated and respected as such.
Our founders recognized the potential
danger in a president that has unilateral
power to legislate, so they created a
bulwark against such a system. Sadly
though, almost 250 years later it seems
that many Americans have forgotten
the lessons of history and this simple
yet profound idea.

JARROD GRIFFIN is a
guest writer for The Bison.
He may be contacted at
jgriffin4@harding.edu.

is it fundamental?
justin duyao

editorial
assistant

P

resident Donald Trump’s decision to
rescind the Obama-era immigration
policy, Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA), is not as it seems.
While his decision has promised an
unbiased and legally necessary solution
to a “failing and unlawful” policy, its
advocation is justified on misleading
grounds; it is covertly racist and is at
odds with public opinion.
In fact, according to a poll conducted
by Politico and Morning Consult, 58
percent of voters think these undocumented
children –– the “dreamers” –– “should
be allowed to stay and become citizens
if they meet certain requirements.”
Another 18 percent “think they should
be allowed to stay and become legal
residents.” Only 15 percent support
their deportation.
Even in Washington, according to the
same poll, “84 percent of Democrats, 74
percent of independents and 69 percent
of Republicans think they should stay.”
In other words, people want to give
these kids a chance.
Trump, however, does not. In the first
lines of his presidential bid, he exclaimed,
without hesitation, that “(Mexican
immigrants) are not our friend, believe
me ... they’re bringing drugs. They’re
bringing crime. They’re rapists.”
And while he did allow them some

staff

leeway in saying, “some, I assume, are
good people” –– his opinion was clear in
a tweet on July 10, 2014 that specifically
cited Mexico as an “enemy” to the U.S.
His stance has not changed much
since then.
Some praise Trump for his cruelty,
saying that his marginalization of
Mexicans, Muslims and other minority
groups in America is necessary for the
country to grow — but I posit, today,
that this is not true.
The U.S. has always been a place of
opportunity. It has fought for “liberty
and justice for all” since its conception,
and it is this very sentiment that DACA
reflects.
In his long-anticipated announcement
last Tuesday, Attorney General Jeff Sessions
said DACA “denied jobs to hundreds
of thousands of Americans by allowing
those same jobs to go to illegal aliens
… (and is) an unconstitutional exercise
of authority by the executive branch.”
These criticisms would make rescinding
DACA a logical move if they were true,
but because they are not, this decision
is nothing less than xenophobic.
First, according to the New York
Times, “DACA appears to have had
no discernible effect on the number of
total job openings or those specifically
in white collar industries — where
DACA recipients are more commonly
employed — which have been steadily
rising since mid-2009.”
Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that both foreign-born and
native-born unemployment rates have
been unaffected by the implementation
of DACA.
Second, the claim of DACA’s unconstitutionality has been grossly overstated;

and the argument is full of holes.
Indeed, former President Obama’s
executive order was not without
precedent. Presidents have been changing
immigration policy via executive action
since the 1950s.
More than this, the Supreme Court,
which has the final say regarding cases
of constitutionality, has not reviewed
DACA. No one with proper authority
to make such claims has spoken on
the subject.
According to NBC, the legal challenges
brought against DACA in the D.C.
Circuit and in the Fifth Circuit were
tossed out for lack of standing.
There is no argument here.
There is no disaster to clean up.
DACA has been nothing but good for
its recipients.
To rescind DACA would oppose the
very American dream that has allowed
many Americans freedom and opportunity
their whole lives. Recipients of DACA
are no different. They were raised in the
U.S. just as many others were.
Moreover, in the U.S., there are no
“aliens” — there are only people, like
you and I, who want to create a life
for themselves, for their families, and
to pay homage to a country that has
promised “Life, Liberty and the pursuit
of Happiness.”

JUSTIN DUYAO is the editorial
assistant for The Bison.
He may be contacted at
jduyao@harding.edu.

S

Major changes

econd semester of sophomore year, I realized that
the time had finally come for me to make some
decisions — you know, the big ones that will ultimately
solidify my position in society and determine how I
will spend the rest of my days. My future happiness
and sanity depended on those decisions.
No pressure.
The only problem was that I was already a year
and a half into college, and I was starting to question
whether or not my chosen major was right for me. I
knew that there were probably plenty of other people
in the same boat — but isolation is the theme of every
introverted college kid’s narrative, isn’t it?
I thought I had a plan going into freshman year,
a clear path cut for me. I knew exactly how this was
going to go. I was supposed to major in journalism,
immediately move to one of the journalistic capitals
of the world and write for a top-notch publication.
I fell in love with journalism when I joined my
high school newspaper staff sophomore year. Among
the countless AP Style rules being drilled into my
head was another rule: everyone has a story. That rule
changed the way I saw my peers. Instead of looking
at them as just kids in class, I was seeing people who
had something important to say. I wanted to know
all of their stories. So I asked.
I don’t really know what happened from there.
I went on to university, and suddenly it was like I
was in third grade again, drowning in a sea of social
butterflies. People were nice, sure, but they weren’t
always genuine and that scared me. I stopped asking. I
stopped writing. I took three semesters of journalism
classes; I even work on the student-run, award-winning
newspaper to this day. I’m not necessarily afraid to
interview people or write the articles I’m assigned;
I’ve just sort of misplaced that drive to pursue stories
on my own and really know the people around me.
So I decided to make a change.
I recognized the fact that I might not be cut out
for the competitive, self-driven world of journalism.
I made the conscious decision to leave it to the more
courageous introverts and find a better fit for myself,
and I changed my major.
Social work was actually my first plan before my
love for journalism gave me tunnel vison. When I
was young, my parents divorced, and I was sent to
live with my aunt and uncle. It was supposed to be
temporary, but the next thing I knew, I had spent 11
years in their house, and they were the ones helping
me apply for college and do my taxes. They were the
ones who raised me, who took me to church every
Sunday and taught me how to think for myself.
Because of this, I’ve always felt like I have some
sort of responsibility, an obligation to help the kids
in places I easily could have been in. If my aunt and
uncle hadn’t taken me in, if they had said no, I don’t
know where I would be now. And I think every single
one of the kids in the foster care system deserves the
same thing they gave me.
There are kids who stay in the system their whole
lives, and then they’re tossed onto the streets the
second they turn 18 with nowhere to go and no
one to help them. These people need love, support,
guidance. These kids need families. By being a social
worker, I can find people like my aunt and uncle who
want to love these kids and make sure they have the
opportunity to do so.
So, when choosing my new career and redefining
my future, I decided to make it my mission to find kids
like me and to introduce them to people like them.
Now that I’ve made this decision, it seems like an
obvious thing to me, but it took me so long to get
here. At the time, I was in love with journalism and
too stubborn to give it up. I still love journalism, but
I’ve accepted that it’s not God’s plan for my life. It
took so much courage for me to fill out that form
on Pipeline and officially change my major, but then
I read one of those fancy font quotes on Pinterest.
It said, “Never let your fear decide your fate,” and I
repeated it to myself as I pressed submit.
JAISA HOGUE is the opinions editor for The Bison. She may be contacted at jhogue@harding.
edu.
Twitter: JaisaDanielle
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A place for refuge
John Dau was just 16 years old when he
was separated from his family. His Southern
Sudanese Christian village was attacked
by Northern Sudanese Arab soldiers. The
militias beat him and left him to die. Dau
spent the next nine years fighting to live,
running from the Arab army until finding
refuge in Kenya.
Dau described his experience as a Sudanese refugee during the Second Sudanese
Civil War in a TEDx Talk. He recalled
children — many of whom could not
swim — diving into a river to avoid soldiers’
bullets. Some were captured, some drowned
and some were eaten by crocodiles. They
fled from soldiers who killed their families,
burned their homes and enslaved children.
Refugees spent months walking, usually
barefoot, to find refuge in Ethiopia and
Kenya. They lived off wild berries and, if
they were lucky, animals.
Dau was one of the small fraction who
made it to the Kakuma Refugee Camp in
Kenya. He emigrated to the U.S. in 2001 as
one of the nearly 4,000 Sudanese refugees
who were welcomed into the U.S. because
of ongoing civil war and genocide in Sudan.
These refugees were nicknamed the Lost Boys.
They had lost their families, friends and
homes, and now, they were lost in a culture
completely different from their own. As
adults, they first learned what it meant to
have running water, electricity and a bed
complete with pillows and blankets. They
were taught how to shop in supermarkets,
use public transportation and cook with
kitchen appliances.
According to the Pew Research Center,
more than 3 million refugees have settled in
the U.S. since the Refugee Act of 1980, which
created the Federal Refugee Resettlement
Program to provide effective resettlement
of refugees in the U.S. However, President
Donald Trump plans to lower the number
of refugees allowed into the country.
On Tuesday, Sept. 12, the Supreme
Court granted a request by the Trump
Administration to continue barring refugees from Sudan, Somalia, Libya, Syria,
Iran and Yemen unless they have a “bona
fide,” or genuine relationship with the U.S.,
including family connections, job offers or
enrollment in a university.
Three of these countries — Yemen,
Somalia, South Sudan and Kenya — are
facing or are at risk of famine, according
to the United Nations. In March, a UN
official urged the international community
to take action to save approximately 20
million people who are at risk of “starving
to death” among the four countries. Dau
was one of these people.
South Sudan became the world’s newest country after splitting from Sudan in
2011. It was meant to end the civil war
between the Arabs in the North and the
black Christians in the South. However,
two years later, the two countries reignited
conflict. They have been at war since 2013,
though fighting goes back to post British
colonial rule. To date, the Sudanese refugee
camp in the bordering country of Uganda
is the largest refugee camp in the world,
according to NPR.
The Pew Research Center states the
estimated U.S. fiscal year ceiling will be
50,000 for 2017, less than half of the 110,000
previously welcomed to the country, with
limits specifically for Syrian refugees. With
a decrease in foreign humanitarian aid and
closing borders, the U.S. is becoming more
egocentric and less altruistic.
Dau did not have job offers, university
enrollment or family in the U.S.; But he
was granted the opportunity of life, and
he took it, as any person would. He earned
a degree from Syracuse University and is
president of the Dau Foundation, which
provides healthcare to South Sudan.
Thankfully, for the Lost Boys, the U.S.
offered safety, opportunity and hope. Today,
fewer people will be given the chance to
live, to thrive and to help make the world
a better place.
SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the editor-in-chief
for The Bison.
She may be contacted at
sdistefano@harding.edu.
Twitter: vanna_distefano
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Musical connections
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n a hot day in June, pedestrians in
Columbus, Ohio, did not expect to see
the streets lined with people as far as the eye
could see. What could make these otherwise
seemingly normal people ditch their jobs and
everyday lives so that they could camp out
on the streets? These people and I all had the
same dream: to see our favorite artist perform.
We had come from all over the United States
from completely different walks of life to see
the same thing. We had all been united by
one purpose. Because of music, we had all put
aside our differences and come together to
forget about our problems and the challenges
of life for one night in order to sing along with
these artists.
I met people from Delaware and Pennsylvania,
and we had only known each other a total of
six hours before we were walking down the

street together to get ice cream and our noses
pierced. This seems crazy to most people, and in
any other context I would say the same. What
other thing in life could bring people together
in such a unique way? From doctor’s offices to
retail stores, music is the background of life.
When two people hear a song that they both
like, they automatically have a connection they
otherwise would not have.
When I am walking on campus and I see
someone wearing a T-shirt from a band that
I love, I automatically feel like I could be their
friend because we have something so important
in common. This is how I became acquainted
with many of my best friends. During my
freshman year, a girl came into my room to
study with my roommate, and I was playing
a song by Young the Giant. She gasped and
asked me if I listened to them often, and I said,
“Of course.” It didn’t take long for us to start
hanging out on the Front Lawn dissecting the
meanings of hundreds of music videos. This is
just one example, but it has happened too many
times to count during my time at Harding.
Music connects people in ways that nothing
else can. All it takes is for someone to tell me
they like a song that means a lot to me, and I
immediately feel an emotional connection to

them. If I listen to a song because it explains
my feelings, and someone else does the same
thing, I know that we have had somewhat
similar experiences.
Songs are also a way for me to express
myself in ways that I had previously not been
able to. When a song covers emotional subjects
that are sometimes too difficult to talk about,
simply showing someone a song can help
them know where I am coming from. Though
details of these experiences aren’t necessary for
a connection, there is a newly found mutual
understanding between us.
Music is a glue within friendships that this
generation has been blessed with. From rap to
classical to pop, there is no shortage of ways
for us to connect. Though we all come from
different walks of life, music is one way we
can all connect. I encourage you to share your
favorite artists with your friends and people
in your class. You never know, a great new
friendship might be just around the corner.

KAYLA MEELER is a guest writer for
The Bison. She may be contacted
at kmeeler@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?
Want to write an opinion for The Bison? Contact Jaisa Hogue at
jhogue@harding.edu to voice your opinion through The Bison newspaper.
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ou may not know this, but over the
last few decades I have made over
three dozen acceptance speeches at the
Oscars. Each has gone something like
this: The Best Actor nominees are read,
Scarlett Johansson opens the envelope
and calls my name. As the orchestra
plays my theme song, the audience at the
Dolby Theatre in Hollywood rises to its
collective feet, refusing to sit down long
after I have left the stage.
Panting heavily from mock surprise, I
pause to acknowledge the upper balconies.
Scarlett embraces me for longer than
is necessary before wiping away tears
and handing over the gold statue. As
the second wave of ovations begins, the
orchestra stops so the musicians can put
down their instruments and applaud.
Ushers are even coming from the lobby
just to watch.
Without a single notecard or a single
awkward stumble, I deliver an elegant,
witty and perfectly-timed speech, thanking
all the right people. The audience stands
breathless for the entire thing. A-list
celebrities in the front row shout for
encores. Meryl Streep burns with envy.
And when the commercial break is
over, I sit back down with my popcorn
to watch the rest of the Oscars.
Just to clarify: I have never starred in
a single movie. I have never even been
an extra in a movie. But for years none
of this has stopped me from delivering
fantasy speeches in my living room during
each annual Academy Awards broadcast.
If I do say so myself, I get better every
year. I am running out of room on my
mantle for imaginary statues.

Hot air guitar
michael
claxton
If only there were a competition for
pretend Oscar speeches. After all, the
International Air Guitar Championship
is now in its 22nd year.
I am not kidding. In the exciting
2017 finals held last month in Finland,
American champion Matt “Airistotle”
Burns defended his title. Bounding
onstage in a t-shirt and baseball cap —
edgily turned backwards — the lanky
New Yorker looked every inch the part.
With his back turned to the audience as
smoke and lights filled the stage, Matt
began to move his angular hips to the
strains of “I Will Survive.”
Lip-synching the Gloria Gaynor hit,
“Airistotle” cradled a pretend electric
guitar in his arms and rocked the stage,
as a crowd of well over 22 people shivered
with frostbite. It is very cold in Finland.
But Matt Burns whipped the crowd into
something almost approaching indifference
as he jumped around, swinging his uncut
bangs from side to side and closing his
eyes in pure ecstasy. At one point, his
Clark Kent glasses even fell off.
When he finished, the applause was
audible. A panel of experts judged the
performance in three categories: technical
merit, stage presence and “airness.” The
last criteria — just like those elusive air
guitar strings — is difficult to put your

finger on. But the judges know it when
they see it. And they clearly saw it in Matt
Burns, giving him his second consecutive
Air Guitar Championship trophy. The
prize is an actual guitar. Which he admits
he cannot play.
Burns told NPR that he was inspired
to pretend to pick up the imaginary
instrument after watching Air Guitar
Nation, a 2006 documentary. Yes, the
Academy likes to honor short films
that highlight war-torn countries and
human rights and whatnot, but here is a
documentary that is really changing lives.
As Burns put it so eloquently: “If
everybody would just pick up an air guitar
and put down the guns, then the climate
would change, war would end and all
good things would happen if everybody
would just party and have fun.”
Bill and Ted would be proud. There’s
nothing like winning a trophy for pretending
to have talent and then unselfishly using
that lack of talent to promote world peace.
In fact, I was so inspired that I started
making plans to host the first annual
Singing in the Shower Championships.
But then I found out that had already
been done. You may know them as the
American Idol tryouts. So I guess I’ll
just go back to “air dusting” my Oscars.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for The Bison.
He can be contacted at
mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please email Savanna DiStefano, the editor-in-chief, at sdistefano@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS
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The
Grand
Slam

Love is the
difference

The Grand Slam tournaments,
also referred to as the Majors, are
the four most important annual
tennis events for professional
tennis players. They offer the most
ranking points, prize money and
top players, which is why I wanted
to name my column after them,
to talk about the biggest and best
things happening in Harding sports
throughout the year.
Unless you play tennis, you
probably don’t know a lot about
it. What makes tennis different
from any other sport is the fact
that it is an individual sport as
well as an international sport.
Individuals from all around the
world are competing for spots in
universities.
Being a college athlete is a
full-time job and at the Division
II level. It is just as competitive
as some Division I schools. With
early morning conditioning and
afternoon practices that can last
up to three hours some days, it is
hard to catch a break. The list of
responsibilities can be daunting
with balancing practice, schoolwork, possibly a job and social
life. I myself am a Division II
athlete and deal with these tasks
on a daily basis.
I’ve played tennis for 12 years.
The love of the game has always
been there for me. Some days, of
course, are harder than others;
but overall my passion has been
there. My parents both played
in college, so I grew up with it.
I knew I wanted a competitive
atmosphere and my ability is not
advanced enough to be Division
I, and that’s how I found Harding.
My past three years as a Harding
athlete have given me experiences
I never would have imagined. The
friendships I’ve built, things I’ve
learned and growth I’ve experienced
are truly priceless. I’ve experienced
some of the worst and best times
of my life on the team.
Besides the obvious physical
toll, sports, especially tennis, also
have a mental toll. Being able to
maintain sanity on the court or
on the field is a feat — constantly
trying to better yourself and compete
with others, all without worrying.
The battle between the desire to
quit and the desire to keep pushing
forward is something most athletes
in college face at some point in
their careers. Doing something
you’ve loved or that has been a
significant part of your life for
such a long time can easily become
something that you hate at times.
In times of little, I’ve learned to
look at the other positive areas in
my life outside of the sport. In times
of plenty, I’ve learned to take it in
doses because things can change
so quickly in the sports world.
One of my favorite things about
Harding is the potential for spiritual growth and the community
environment that is everywhere. If
I weren’t at Harding I’m not sure
I would even be playing a sport,
simply because of the environment.
The encouragement from people
in all different aspects of my life
is what keeps me out there.
The more athletes I get to know
at Harding, the more I find our
stories are similar. A lot of students
come to Harding just for athletics.
That was the case for me my freshman year. Since then, I’ve learned
to see that even though athletics
are still important, at Harding
you can have that in addition to
so much more.
EMILY FAULKNER is the head
sports editor for the Bison. She
may be contacted at efaulkner@
harding.edu.

Volleyball begins with best start ever
DAILEY THOMAS
student writer
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Junior middle blocker Zoe Hardin sets up to spike
the ball against Henderson state Tuesday, Sept.
12. The win over the Reddies advanced the Lady
Bisons to 10-0.

The Lady Bisons volleyball team played
in the Westminster College Tournament
in Salt Lake City, Utah. The team played
two games on Friday, Sept. 8 and two
games on Saturday, Sept. 9.
Harding defeated Western New Mexico
University 3-0 and Malone University
3-0 on Friday, Sept. 8. The team went
on to defeat West Alabama University
3-1 and Westminster University 3-0 on
Saturday, Sept. 9. With these wins the
volleyball team improved their record
to 9-0, the first time since 1997 that
they have had such a streak.
After this past weekend, the Lady
Bisons defeated Henderson State University Tuesday night in Searcy, 3-0,
and improved to 10-0.
Junior setter Rachel Heussner was
named tournament MVP in Utah with
nine kills, 36 assists and eight digs in
the West Alabama match. In the Westminster match she had a double-double
with 31 assists and 11 digs.
“I was very surprised to receive
MVP,” Heussner said. “As a setter, I
am dependent on my passers and hitters
in order to succeed. This honor is really
attributed to our diverse team skillset.”
The volleyball team was named the
Great American Conference (GAC)
volleyball preseason favorite at the
start of this season. While keeping
their record as undefeated, the team
is staying humble and focusing on
conquering the rest of the season,
according to Heussner.
“Being undefeated feels great, but it
is not all about wins at this part of the
season,” Heussner said. “Right now,

Senior Spotlight:

we are focusing on getting better while
playing different competition in order
to play our best volleyball at the end of
the season.”
The players were able to overcome
their tiredness from traveling and won.
Junior middle blocker Zoe Hardin said
she loves to travel with her teammates
to different areas of the country.
“Traveling is one of my favorite things
about volleyball, and it’s mainly due
to my teammates,” Hardin said. “We
spent many hours together — maybe
too many — over a total of five days in
Utah, but it was definitely a unique trip
full of making memories.”
As the team continues to succeed,
they are still looking to work together,
to keep a steady energy and to continue
improving. Heussner also talked about
the success of the tournament.
“We stayed calm and finished at the
end of games even if we were down or it
was a point for point… this tournament
was a success not only due to the wins,”
Heussner said. “Every game that we play
we are able to grow a little more and get
more comfortable together,”
Head coach Meredith Fear said this
year’s team works together well.
“We have so many different options
and combinations we can put out on
the floor,” Fear said. “We tried a few of
those this weekend, and no matter who
is on the court or who is on the bench,
winning and losing is a full team effort.”
The Harding volleyball team will go
on to play in the Arkansas Tech Tournament Friday, Sept. 15 and Saturday,
Sept. 16 in Russellville, Arkansas, they
will play No. 23 Washburn University,
No. 15 Central Missouri University
and St. Edwards University.

Zach Shelley talks on the brotherhood
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL
asst. sports editor
The football team find itself in
an odd spot in the early stages of
their season. The team heads into
tomorrow’s matchup with Southern
Nazarene at 0-2 and players hoping
to clean up their play to return
to winning form. With only 14
seniors on the roster, this could be
a daunting task, but with the right
leader, any good team could turn a
0-2 start around. The Bisons have
just the right leader, and his name
is Zach Shelley.
Shelley has all the right characteristics of a gifted player. Assistant
head coach Matt Underwood said
the running back is very special to
the team.
“There’s a lot of things that make
him special,” Underwood said. “He
does everything the right way. He’s
dependable and someone you can
count on, and that’s huge in terms
of trust for his teammates.”
Shelley is in his fifth season with
the Bisons after redshirting his freshman year. His career includes 2014
GAC Freshman of the Year, 2015
All-GAC second team and 2016 AllGAC first team. With such awards,
it was no surprise when Shelley was
voted team captain his senior year.
Underwood said Shelley has been
leading in every way possible.
“He’s been very intentional
about his leadership which is what
we expected of him. He treats his
teammates very well,” Underwood
said. “We recently had a freshmen
scrimmage and he was out there
coaching those guys up. What better
guy to learn from than Zach?”
While the coaches see Shelley’s
effort to be a great teammate, others experience it firsthand. Junior
running back Brandon Gates said
Shelley has played a very important
role in his college career.
“Zach’s a great friend, and he’s
always there for you whenever you
need him,” Gates said. “My fresh-

man year, I was going through some
hard times, and he was there for me
even though he was busy playing.”
Shelley has experienced his own
various changes since coming to
Harding. Whether it be mentally,
relationally, or physically, he said he
could not have handled them alone.
“It was a culture shock when I
made the transition from high school
to college football and I struggled a
little bit,” Shelley said. “(Head) coach
(Paul) Simmons and Underwood
are very good at making you feel
part of the brotherhood. We live
by ‘love thy neighbor as yourself,
and that’s exactly what they did. I
love them for that.”
One way the coaching staff makes
the players feel a part of the brotherhood is by inviting the players
into their homes. This environment
creates a relaxing, away-from-the
field kind of atmosphere where the
players can enjoy each other and
their coaches on a different level.
Shelley said that has made a huge
impact on his football career.
“Coach Underwood has us over
every week and his wife makes
us dinner while we play with his
kids,” Shelley said. “The time spent
there means a lot to me personally
because I’m a family guy. I really
want to raise my family the way he
raises his.”
Shelley said he will miss the
bonds and friendships he has made
at Harding, but he believes the team
will stay close post-graduation. Underwood said Shelley will leave his
mark as being the complete package.
“He’s going to be remembered as a
complete warrior,” Underwood said.
“He’s everything we want our guys
to be in toughness, accountability,
work ethic and the way he treats his
teammates.”
Shelley will graduate with a bachelor’s degree in Business Management
this December. He is unsure where
he will end up, but he said he plans
to be a Bison for life, coming back
to games and supporting the Bisons.
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Senior running back Zach Shelley had his Bison debut
against Southwestern Oklahoma University on Sept. 6,
2014. Since then he’s had 193 rushes, 1,811 yards, 17
touchdowns (TD); 8 receptions, 229 yards 2 TD; 28 kickoff
returns, 554 yards; 2,594 all-purpose yards, 19 TD.
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Lady Bisons remain confident despite early season results
EMILY FAULKNER
sports editor

The women’s soccer team tied Missouri
Southern State University 1-1 Sunday, Sept.
10, at home. Missouri Southern scored
first at 27:43, and Harding answered with
a goal at 30:28 by junior midfielder Asia
Hollingsworth.
With 11 upperclassmen and 14 underclassmen, the older women have to pass on
their experience. After losing key seniors
last year, they have been adjusting to their
new roles on a young team.
Starting the season 0-3 might have some
people questioning their ability as a team.
However, having won the Great American
Conference championship the past two
years, the Lady Bisons know what it takes
to be at the top, and are working to get there
again this year.
Their game Sunday showed some disconnect between play-making and passing. Even
though Harding had more shots on goal,
they were not able to convert them. Despite
this, senior midfielder Emma Chilton was
not too worried.
“Despite our record and this past game,
we’ve honestly been doing pretty well,"
Chilton said. "We’ve been passing and
connecting well overall. It’s just a matter
of putting it all together now.”

The Lady Bisons have been playing more
physical teams compared to those they will
face in conference play, which will benefit
them in the long run.
“Right now we’re just taking it one game
at a time,” junior defender Mattilyn Reeder
said. “We’re playing a lot of physical games
right now to prepare for conference.”
Their first conference game is not until
Sept. 21 against Southern Nazarene University
(SNU), who was picked fifth in the GAC
preseason poll. As of Wednesday, SNU is
2-2. This game will be the first of many for
Harding that will be crucial to win in their
quest for conference.
“We’ve been trying to keep a positive
attitude from game to game,” Chilton said.
“Getting our mindset before the game starts
is how we can prepare for the next game and
really focusing on our intensity.”
Rigorous practice and early mornings are
just a part of women’s soccer at Harding
and is what makes the difference in games.
“We have a lot of good moments in the
game. Once we get the finishing touches
in, we should be fine,” Reeder said. “The
new girls have all come in ready to go and
are really in shape. They have been doing
well in fitness and early mornings; they’ve
been a really big part of our offence so far.”
The Lady Bisons are incorporating a
few freshmen into the lineup this season
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Sophomore Melanie Matkins 10 dribbles the ball through Missouri State's
defense on Sept. 10. The Lady Bisons’ next game is tonight against Texas
A&M-Commerce at the Stevens Soccer Complex at 7 p.m.
including goalkeeper Anna Claire Lewis.
“This is a whole different team. The
pressure to me really is about how we take
this puzzle, these pieces that we have, and
form a puzzle that works for all of us," head
coach Greg Harris said. “I think we’re still
trying to do that. I think when we figure
this out, we will be OK.”
Having two young goalkeepers with

sophomore Jessica Woessner and Lewis, there
is still growing room for them to improve.
“I’m not saying we’ll win conference; I’m
not saying we won’t. Right now we’re just
focused on the puzzle,” Harris said. “If you
look at last year’s team, they didn’t look like
they could win conference until there was
about six games left in the season. Each
puzzle takes some time to figure out.”
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Bisons tackle Fernando Van Hook of the Henderson State Reddies on Aug. 31. The Bisons play Southern Nazerne University tomorrow at 6 p.m. at
home.

Bisons 'hungry' for matchup against SNU tomorrow
RAIANNE MASON
features editor

Starting the season with two losses is not where the
Bisons football team hoped to be, coming into their third
week of competition. However, head coach Paul Simmons
feels these losses are only going to strengthen the team.
“Right now we’re dealing with adversity coming off a
tough loss,” Simmons said. “At some places if you lose
a big ball game, you can expect the guys to drag around
and feel sorry for themselves, but it’s the opposite here.”
The team lost 24-35 to Southern Arkansas University,
(SAU) Saturday, Sept. 9. Freshman running back Cole
Chancey, who scored one of Harding’s three touchdowns in
the game against SAU, believes the losses are motivational.
“It hurts, but it motivates you in a way to work harder
and come together as a team,” Chancey said. “Winning is
always the goal, but it’s a day by day thing. You get better
each and every day to put yourself in a position where you

can strive for bigger and bigger goals.”
One of these goals is a win against Southern Nazarene
University (SNU), Saturday, Sept. 16, senior linebacker
Sam Blankenship said.
“We feel like we’ve got a lot to prove,” Blankenship said.
“(But) we’re going out there and focusing on ourselves,
and we want to play the best game we can play and really
show how good we are.”
Chancey described the team’s attitude toward this
coming game as humble and hungry.
“We’re in a position we’re not happy with,” Chancey said.
“We are wanting to make a statement and get on a roll.”
According to Simmons, the success they seek comes
down to more than just being a good football team.
“Obviously we want to be conference champion. We
want to have a winning season, and we’d love to go get
into the playoffs," Simmons said. "But those things are
very secondary to being great teammates, being a bunch of
guys who sacrifice for each other, having a warrior spirit,

being the right kind of men on campus, being leaders and
being accountable. Those are the things that we really focus
on. We feel like when all of those things are in place, the
wins will take care of themselves.”
According to Blankenship, the Christ-like mindset
of the Bisons is what sets them apart from other teams
in the conference.
“I think lots of people don’t play the game with (God)
in mind, giving God the glory, playing the right way and
having good sportsmanship,” Blankenship said. “But I
think that one of the coolest things about Harding is
that we do.”
Simmons believes representing a Christian university
changes the way the team plays football.
“I don’t have to worry, ‘Oh if I don’t perform then I’m
nothing,’” Blankenship said. “I’m always Jesus’ son. I’ll
always have the best standing I could ever have. At the
end of the day, whether I win or lose, whether I’ve done
the best I can or didn’t, I’m still his son.”

HARDING
ATHLETES’
VIEWS ON
POP CULTURE

Bryle Alcorn
golf

Josiah Baker
cross country

What is your current
favorite song?

Forever
and always
“Despacito.”

“The Chicken”

What is your best pick-up
line?

I want you
wrapped in my
arms tighter than
a burrito.

I've seemed to
have lost my
hug, can I
have yours?

You get to be a famous
person for a day, who do
you pick and why?

Bill Gates so I
Christopher
can transfer all of Kimball because
his money to my
he cooks such
bank account.
tasty food.

What restaurant does
Searcy need?

Chipotle.

by Jaco
Pastorius.

Whataburger.

Erin Young
tennis

Brandon Gates Dylan Hendricks
football
football

Ready, Aim, Fire”
“When It Rains It
by
“Candy Paint” by
Pours” by
Imagine
Post Malone.
Luke Combs.
Dragons.
Are you
LifeAlert? ‘Cause
I've fallen and
can't get up!

On a scale of
1-10, you're a 9,
and I'm the 1
you need!

My Bible is
missing the book
of Numbers, can
I have yours?

Blake Lively
cause she sees
Ryan Reynolds
every day!

Donald Trump; I
could do a lot of
good stuff
as president.

Jay-Z so I can
spend a day
with Beyonce.

Chuy's.

Anything for a
nice date night.

Buffalo Wild
Wings.
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Young Life builds new home for high school ministry
ALLY PARRETT
student writer

go to where those teenagers were,
according to Freeborn.
“You’d be surprised how many
kids go through a single day and
nobody asks them, ‘How are you?
How are you doing? What’s your
name?’ or even calling them by
their name,” Freeborn said.

Searcy High School students have
come to recognize three new faces
this past year. Young Life Searcy
staff members can often be seen
roaming the cafeteria for a few hours
at a time introducing themselves
to students and asking them how
their day is going. For Harrison
Carpenter, Shelby Beauchamp
and Lane Freeborn, this is all part
of the job. Learning these teenagers’ names is only the beginning.
The Young Life website states
that the purpose of this ministry
is to introduce teenagers to Jesus
and help their faith develop. With
programs established in every state
and multiple countries, Young Life
Searcy is only one part of a much
bigger picture. Having grown up in
Searcy, Carpenter, the area director
for Young Life Searcy, thought it
was time someone brought the
program here.
“I saw that there was a type of
kid that was falling through the
cracks in Searcy,” Carpenter said.
“They end up into trouble and it’s
because they never had anyone
show up for them. They never had
a good example. We want to give
a lot of kids a chance.”
Young Life was created in 1941
to fulfill a need recognized by a
man named Jay Rayburn. At a time
before youth groups were common
in churches, Rayburn also saw kids
in his community falling through
the cracks. Ministers needed to

“I saw there was a type
of kid that was falling
through the cracks in
Searcy. They end up into
trouble, and it’s because
they never had anyone
show up for them.”
-Harrison Carpenter,
area director of Young
Life Searcy

In order to meet the teenagers
where they are, Young Life emphasizes relationships. They spend
time with the teens, implementing
what they call the Five C’s: club,
campaigners, contact work, camp
and committee.
According to Carpenter, contact
work refers to building relationships
with the students; committee is
a board of directors for Young
Life; camp is a summer camp for
the kids; campaigners is a small
group setting designed to help
bond leaders and kids; and club
is a mixer-style get-together with
music, games and a Gospel talk.
It is not only the staff that carry
out these philosophies, but also
volunteers who are college-aged
and older.
Junior Sierra Heasley spends her

free time volunteering as a college
leader, applying these five C’s
and getting to know Searcy High
School teens. She attends the
weekly club night, campaigns by
studying in small groups with the
teenagers and does contact work
by simply becoming their friend.
Often this looks like going to
their high school football games
or taking them to Sonic after
school, Heasley said.
“I like seeing the kids go from
not knowing the Gospel, then
they see it or they hear about
it and they start to understand
who Jesus is and why he came,”
Heasley said. “When it clicks, it’s
like a lightbulb going off and they
really change as a person. That’s
really cool to see.”
Building relationships can be
done anywhere, but the recent
purchase of a building for Young
Life Searcy has created a designated
space for ministry to take place.
“Kids painted some of these
walls,” Carpenter said. “Seeing
them kind of invest in this space
was incredible.”
Along with this new development, Young Life Searcy is still
pursuing other endeavors.
“Right now we have our high
school ministry and we’ve just
started our college ministr y,”
Freeborn said. “(But) we’d love
to start a Wyld Life, which is
our middle school ministry. We’d
love to start Capernaum, which
is out ministry for special needs,
and we want to start our ministry
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Shelby Beauchamp, Harrison Carpenter and Lane Freeborn
stand in the new Young Life building. Young Life works to
form relationships with high school students in public schools.
Young Lives, which is a ministry
that markets toward girls that are
pregnant in high school.”
Carpenter, Beauchamp and
Freeborn are at the front lines
of this mission work, but Young
Life is a program supported by
the fundraising and volunteer
work of people all over the world.
“I wish I could put a number on
who all has touched our ministry
by way of finance, prayer, legwork,
or volunteering their time in
just a year’s period. The number
would probably be in the thou-

sands,” Carpenter said. “It (takes)
a community to believe in these
kids that come from rough stuff.”
Harding students are encouraged
to volunteer as college leaders
with training programs starting
over each semester. They are also
invited to attend weekly college
nights at the Young Life Searcy
building this fall, although dates
and times are not yet confirmed.
To stay informed, students can
follow the Young Life Searcy page
on Facebook or follow Searcy Young
Life on Instagram @younglifesearcy.

Bass Fishing Team makes nationals, A ‘reel’ achievement

Photos courtesy of ETHAN FLOWERS

Sophomores Ethan Flowers and Cole Swede hold the bass they caught at Bull Shoals, Ouachita River, and Sam Rayburn tournaments respectively. The
two are members of the Harding Bass Fishing team and have qualified for nationals for their second season in a row.
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Fishing is more than just a recreational
activity for sophomores Ethan Flowers and
Cole Swede, who represent Harding at bass
fishing tournaments across the country.
The Bass Fishing Team competes in
collegiate tournaments within Fishing
League Worldwide (FLW.) The competitions consist of one-day angling contests
where a team of two fishermen compete
against 130 boats from 80 different schools.
Although the team competes against a
lot of Division I schools, Flowers believes
angling is also an individual competition.
“ W hen you are fishing it is not
a competition between you and the
other boats; it is a competition between you and the fish,” Flowers said.
According to FLW rules, teams are
given eight hours on the water to fish
at each tournament, and each team is
allowed to weigh in no more than five fish.
The scoring is determined by the
total weight of the five fish in pounds,
and is measured to the nearest ounce.
According to FLW, teams may catch
any combination of five largemouth,
spotted, redeye or smallmouth bass. Each
fish must be 12 inches or longer in length and
alive at weigh in. Every dead bass presented
at weigh in suffers a four ounce penalty.
The teams compete for $1,000 to $2,000
in scholarships and a chance to qualify for
FLW College Fishing National Champi-

onship. The top 10 percent of every regular
season competition qualifies for nationals.
Flowers and Swede qualified for nationals for their second consecutive year at
the Sam Rayburn Tournament on Feb. 4.
The team placed 8th. They caught five fish
weighing a total of 17 pounds, 2 ounces.
Last year, at the national tournament the
team placed 44th in the country. Currently,
the team is ranked among the top 30.

“We are working on
developing the club into a
recreational activity where
guys can come and meet
other guys that enjoy
fishing.”
-senior Lane Carger
President of the Bass
Fishing Team
Bass fishing is more than just luck,
president of the Bass Fishing Team, senior
Lane Carger, said. The team begins preparations for competition weeks in advance.
“We use topographic maps and compare
Google maps to that map so we can get an idea
of the lake before we get there,” Swede said.
The team also does further testing closer
to the date of the tournament, Flowers said.
“Two days prior we will go to where
the tournament is at and we will pre-fish
a day or two, to figure out the fish and
see how they relate to our baits and the
banks,” Flowers said. “We will make sure
our lines and knots are good. You do not
want to lose a big fish in the tournament.”
Along with the competitive team,

Harding also has a recreational side
where people can go and fish together.
“It is a club anyone can join who wants
to. We don’t just fish tournaments,” Carger
said. “We are working on developing the club
into a recreational activity where guys can
come and meet other guys that enjoy fishing.”
The team is working with Costa del Mar,
a professional fishing store to develop a Trout
Unlimited chapter here in Searcy, Carger
said. The chapter will encourage restoration
of marine habitats, promote fishing in the
community and teach kids how to fish.
Teaching kids how to fish is close to
the heart of many of the members on
the team because they all learned to fish
when they were young, Flowers said.
“Fishing means everything to me. I
am so invested into it because my dad
started me when I was young,” Swede
said. “Fishing has a competitive aspect
and it is always changing unlike basketball,
baseball and football. It is always diverse.
I have so many hours and so much money
invested into it that it is a big part of my life.”
According to Flowers, fishing also
brings back memories of his childhood.
“When I think of fishing, I think of my
dad,” Flowers said. “He taught me how to
fish, and it is a way we have spent a lot of time
together. Fishing is something we will always
have, and (makes me) think of my family.”
The next tournament will be held on
the Red River in Shreveport, Louisiana,
Saturday, Sept. 23. Nationals will also be
held on the Red River May 30-June 2. The
event will be televised and the winning team
will be awarded a $30,000 prize package.
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Burrito Day begins three-phase expansion
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The Grammy-nominated, New Orleans
alternative rock band, MUTEMATH
is back. Their latest album, “Play Dead”
was released on Friday, Sept. 8 and
compliments the unique mix of pop,
electronica and alternative rock genres
they have mastered over the last 15 years.
“Play Dead” showcases Paul Meany’s
quintessential lead vocal range while
Darren King, the former drummer for
MUTEMATH, delivers his heaviest
drum tracks on his final album with
the band.
Prior to the release of the album,
Meany announced that King would be
parting ways. This news comes almost two
months after their “Play Dead Live Tour”
was announced. Roy Mitchell-Cárdenas,
former bassist for MUTEMATH, also
delivered his dismissal in May. Former
member, Jonathan Allen, has replaced
Mitchell-Cárdenas, and David Hutchison
has been entrusted to fill King’s role.
For the better part of five years,
MUTEMATH worked on “Play Dead”
while releasing their 2015 album, “Vitals.”
Their collaboration with Twenty One
Pilots in 2016 grew their notoriety and
helped influence their sound into a
tasteful, indie-disco blend.
The album opens on the first track, “Hit
Parade,” that offers a whimsical melody
served with a catchy chorus, commanding
drum progression and delicate synths.
The first song reassures you that this is
a MUTEMATH composition through
and through.
The exploration of mixing distorted
dubstep backed with R&B-style drums
takes listeners on a computerized journey
down Nintendo Lane on the third track
titled “Stroll On.” The electronic sound
from their previous record, “ Vitals,”
coincides with their ability to produce
thrashy, playful music that loyal fans
have been drawn to since the beginning.
“Break the Fever,” the fourth track, is the
genre-breaking risk that MUTEMATH
needed to entice new listeners as well
as keep long-time fans on their toes.
This groovy, disco-infused track makes
listeners feel like they’ve just stepped
out of the world of Stephen Lisberger’s
film “Tron.” The synthesized vocals are
reminiscent of early electronic pioneers,
Daft Punk.
“ War ” and “Achilles Heel” both
include raw, punk rock riffs that create
an aggressive tone towards the latter
part of the album.
“Place On Hold” is a melancholic ballad
that erupts toward the end with an 80s
rock band jam that leaves you exhausted.
This track was originally shelved for
their fourth LP “Odd Soul,” but after
not making the cut, it was reimagined
for “Play Dead.”
The finale of MUTEMATH’s most
diverse album to date leaves a somber
taste with “Marching To The End.” For
loyal fans who remember their heavy
use of violins and piano in their 2009
album release, “Armistice,” you will be
overjoyed to know this powerful melody
incorporates both mediums, guaranteeing
that they have not lost their roots.
MUTEMATH’s debut of their sixth
LP has sparked outstanding reviews
amongst the alternative-indie scene and
is sure to make a ripple in the pop realm.
Whether you’re new to MUTEMATH
or you were anxiously awaiting their
midnight release of the album, I highly
advise you to give it a spin. However,
I am not responsible for the musical
deliverance you will experience.

One of Searcy’s favorite local restaurants
is expanding. Burrito Day in Downtown
Searcy now has a renovated kitchen and
plans for expanding the dining room and
patio. General manager Brandon Fox said
they are looking forward to having more
space to serve more people.
“I just hate it whenever people don’t
have anywhere to sit,” Fox said. “It usually
gets busy at lunch, and you just want to
be able to host people and for them to be
comfortable.”
As Burrito Day continues to gain popularity,
the store must accommodate the increase in
customers. Expanding the store is the natural
next step, Fox said.
“It’s time for it,” Fox said. “We have grown
into it. We tried to grow organically as we
actually have business, and there is a need
for more seating.”
Burrito Day is in the middle of a threephase expansion, recently completing the
renovation of the kitchen. According to
employee Megan Page, the new kitchen
allows employees to be more efficient.
“Now, there is a giant room where we
have more room to prep and to just get
things together back there,” Page said. “We
don’t run into each other as much, and it’s
less claustrophobic.”
Senior Keslee Dunavin, a regular customer
of Burrito Day, is very excited that they are
expanding.
“I think the fact that Burrito Day is
expanding is really important because
everybody loves Burrito Day,” Dunavin said.
“Right now the only seating they have is the
dining room and a small patio outside, so the
fact that they are expanding is great, so that
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Burrito Day’s newly renovated kitchen is the first completed task of their
three-phase expansion project.
more people can come and eat and enjoy.”
When renovations begin in the dining
room, Fox believes Burrito Day will have to
close temporarily, but is very hopeful that it
will only be for a few days.
Currently, Burrito Day is open Tuesday
through Friday from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Fox said his
goal is to serve dinner and be open during the
evenings. However, that will be determined
by the increased activity in Downtown Searcy
in the evenings.
“Right now it’s just about the timing,” Fox

said. “There isn’t really a lot going on down
here in the evening, so we want to wait for
the right time.”
Burrito Day participates in “Beats and
Eats,” a monthly event that supports local
restaurants and musicians.
“We have done that three times so far, and
it’s been really great,” Fox said. “A bunch of
people come out for that, a ton of families
come out and there is live music and food
trucks.”
Burrito Day plans to be involved in the
upcoming “Beats and Eats” festival on Oct. 20.

2017 White County Fair

Get Down Downtown Festival

Annual Fair w/ carnival rides, food, and entertainment.

Live music performances, kid-friendly activities, and 100+ vendors.

Sept. 11 - 16 | White County Fair Grounds

Sept. 29 - 30 | Main Street Searcy

Free

$8

2017 Arkansas Goat Festival

Peebles Farm Corn Maze

Goat parade, goat costume contest, goat yoga, and crafts.

Corn mazes, hayrides, corn cannons, and horse-wagon rides

October 7 | Perryville, AR
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Free

Sept. 30 - Augusta, AR

$1 - $5

First Year Experience hosts Organization Fair
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The Center for Student Success will host
its third annual Organization Fair today from
6 to 8 p.m. on the Front Lawn.
The event will provide students an opportunity to get acquainted with many of
Harding’s clubs and organizations, and will
showcase ways for students to get involved on
campus in addition to the social club process.
The Organization Fair began in Fall 2015
when Dr. Kevin Kehl, dean for the Center
for Student Success, realized that many
freshmen do not want to join a social club,
but still want to stay connected to their peers.
“I think what usually comes to people’s
minds (for organizations) is social clubs,”
Kehl said. “But that number is somewhere
between 60-65 percent of students, which
means 30-40 percent of the students are not
involved in a social club. So how do they get
involved? How do they get engaged with
campus community?”
Kehl said that three years ago the Center
for Student Success decided to create a venue
for organizations to introduce themselves to
incoming freshmen.
“This was another instance in which it was
time to bring some more recognition and
exposure (to) the variety that’s on campus
of organizations where students participate
in,” Kehl said. “Even while they’re thinking
about social clubs, whether maybe the social
clubs are not for them or they don’t get in
the club they want, there are still lots of
opportunities for them to be involved on
campus.”
The Organization Fair has a wide variety
of organizations represented so far, from the
BioMedical Engineering Society (BMES) to
HU Brave. Kehl said that clubs from every
major, interest and societal issue are welcome.
For new organizations on campus, the fair
is the perfect time to introduce themselves
to the community. One such organizations
is the Young Democrats, which formed last
spring. President of the Young Democrats
senior Jesse Mechler said that since they
are an up-and-coming organization, the

Organization Fair will help them establish
a presence on campus.
“I want (the freshmen) to know that we
want them to feel included, and we want
this to be a place for the people who didn’t
fit in last semester when there was no place
for them,” Mechler said. “I’d want to see all
majors (in our club), and people from the
education building, and the science building
... I’d hope to see some teachers there, just
kind of everyone. I want to be inclusive.”
Some clubs that will be represented are

more well-known around campus, such as
the Student Association (SA). Sophomore
Katie Tracy, a member of the committee of
First Year Experience, said the Organization
Fair is beneficial for new students.
“I went to the fair last year,” Tracy said.
“I think it’s very good for freshmen to seek
out different opportunities on campus. I
think it’s important to our student body and
should be looked into by everyone.”
The Organization Fair will be open to all
students from 6-8 p.m. on the Front Lawn.
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